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Although there is a lot
growing on the Farm this
month—we start with a
brief detour to catch up
on what everyone else is
doing in our Lincolnshire
neighbourhood.
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Contact us at Doncomfarm@gmail.com or text 07388 671264

Ingredients fresh from the field

This year pickle
your kohlrabi

We are not alone
Than
River ks to
ford
this o for
ne.

Kohlrabi makes a
great quick pickle; infuse it with
aromatics to dial
up the flavour
and make one jar
to use up the
whole veg in one go. A basic pickling
can includes: water, vinegar, honey,
and salt. Vary the herbs and spices use
the end result in coleslaw and salads
for a burst of sharpness, or add to
burgers, wraps and sandwiches.
https://wickedleeks.riverford.co.uk/li
festyle/top-five-low-energy-recipes

When all is safely
gathered in
Join the Harvest Festival
at St Nicholas Church,
Stenigot, 11.30 a.m.,
11th September 2022
Harriet was “very
impressed by the whole set up …
but the thing that really made it for
me was their ethos of inclusivity,
making it a peaceful haven/refuge/
place of real education for all,
from children, vulnerable adults,
ex-offenders, to the elderly… helping to bring a community together
and dispel loneliness
and isolation”

Others are finding their feet and banishing loneliness too
A group from the
Community Farm visited
Green Futures at the end
of July, a 3-acre growing
project on the edge of
Grimsby that has been
changing with the times
since its inception 15
years go.
It was inspiring to see
the project, to hear of its
successful vegetable box
Noel from Green Futures in their
scheme and how expanorchard explaining that 60 apples trees
sion is leading the social
were planted—an amazing 30 of which
were Lincolnshire varieties!
enterprise away from
selling veg to using the
site as a haven and a destination for doctors ‘green prescribing’ for anxiety and loneliness.
As well as the orchard, Green Futures has a woodland for play and a memorial garden,
as well as polytunnels, raised beds, a borehole and novel watering system, and many more
mini-projects.
When it was producing 130 veg boxes a week, and running an on-site shop there were 11
paid staff; now there are two. They still grow veg but on a much-reduced scale: grant funds
pay them to give away their produce. “We are valued as being open to everybody,” Carol,
who coordinates the whole show, told us. “Our
charitable aim is now to tackle loneliness. And that’s
what we get funding for.”
Carol tells us they are interested in moving towards using the produce and a cookery group is
starting up. Arts and crafts is following. The pressure
is off and the joy of growing and being with people,
is back.
And what did
we think?

“Everyone knew what they were doing
and why,” says Jude. “There was a
blackboard system to support this, and
such a spirit of friendship and commitment from the volunteers.”

Drying racks in the polytunnel

“I was struck by how
beautiful a place it was:
from the rhubarb patch to
the grape vines, the
woodland glade to the
compost bins, everything had a purpose
and a dynamism.” Jo

“It was so nice to meet enthusiastic and
like-minded people,” says Alison.
“They are so good at changing in response to local needs. It was a beautiful
site and I loved all the innovations.”
Continued overleaf
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Isn’t this
what its
all about?

Thanks for the
photo, Rachel

Richard bringing in the visitors
First his son: “I was pleased to find he was
quite interested in the venture.” Then his gardener / grower friend: “He was impressed,
particularly with the beans―they had really
grown well.” The watering didn’t phase them:
“So, with me bailing out the tank with the 4
watering cans and both of us systematically
covering all the planting right up to the southern boundary we watered just about everything. I felt a bit tired after well over an hour of
this.
But Andrew was fine!”
A potato

bens

What’s up in Lincoln?
On 28th July was a trip to Lincoln to see Laura at the Greater Lincolnshire Food Partnership (GLFP) which is looking at the bigger
picture and bringing together people, projects and businesses for a
“fairer, greener, healthier food system”. She introduced us to some
partners.
We met at Mint Café, a Community Interest Company which relies on supermarket
surplus but wants to connect more to local producers. CJ is one of two paid staff who sees
“food as a gateway, for people to re-connect. We want to encourage
them away from poor quality food,” she told us, “and make a connection to good, nourishing food. We have just spent two years being driven apart by lockdowns etc., we’d love to encourage people to find their
tribe again.”

Beauty saves the world...
In the likelihood of our Community Farm becoming a partner, David described our vision when saying we were slowly moving towards: a
hub, a kitchen and a garden on 6 acres of fertile land. “It’ll be nicely
laid out,” he said, “with a production area, herbs, a pond, a pavilion,
with structure and form. Its all about beauty, ” he concluded: “Beauty
saves the world.”
Next, on Laura’s tour of Lincoln’s good food places was the Community Grocery which provides food that would have gone to waste and
makes it available for members for just £4 per shop. For that, they can
fill their basket with fresh fruit and veg, pantry items, chilled and frozen food and toiletonions
ries. We then had a lunch to die for at the Bailgate Deli. Vegan and organic. (I’m not a
vegan but could now be persuaded, Ed.).
Finally, the day ended with a trip to a Middle World Farm, a new community supported
agriculture (CSA) project at Washingborough run by Martin, a former carpenter and an
extremely skilled grower. A fantastically neat and organised plot, this farm has heritage
tomatoes amongst its produce which is growing in both polytunnel and on a smallish field.

sage

Local food ecosystems
Great job,
boys!

SAFETY TIP
Always make sure
your wellies are free
from creepy crawlers
before you put them
on (and try to get
your friends to do the
checking for you).

WAKELYN FARM, NORFOLK

Not local, agreed, but we did visit in July and they are
growing field-scale lentils which we think interesting for
growers nearer to home...

Espied in their
bakery 

- and do we want to be part of one?
It was the concept of a food ecosystem that set the Lincoln mission in motion. One Saturday morning, David arrived at The
Field with a book in hand recently published by Duncan Catchpole, Local Food Ecosystems: How food hubs can create a more
sustainable food system. Eager to learn more, we took a first step
of catching up with Laura at GLFP who had recently hosted a
meeting with Duncan in Lincoln.
As Laura explains: “local food partners have been exploring this
‘local food systems’ model. As soon as there is a handful of networked shops close to each other, it quickly makes sense for them
to start cooperating, for example, by sharing pick up points or delivery. It is easy to see how this can develop into diverse, thriving local
food economies and interconnected networks of food hubs.” A
small example is Stokes of Lincoln providing their ground coffee waste for composting
while serving locally grown produce from one of the partners.
Laura introduced us to some of these local food partners (see above) and we started to get
a feel for the developing network. Jude and Claire then ‘zoomed’ with Duncan to touch
base. “He was very interested in our work,” says Claire, “and is keen for us to be part of a
new food hub, with support from the one in Cambridge.”
Jude read the book and explains what interested her the most. “There are two models.
One is ‘not-for-profit’ and the other is a hybrid model that can generate ‘sustainable’ profit—for shops or box schemes for example. Groups and businesses can sign up as fee-paying
members to become stakeholders in ‘distributed leadership’. Any money, though still not
the main objective of the overall project, is held in a Trust and used according to an agreed
operational plan e.g., on wages for a van driver.”
Jude and Claire have kindly put together a more detailed document that will be distributed to Community Farm members.
More information: lincolnshirefoodpartnership.org, localfoodecosystem.co.uk

